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About This Game

The good news is your school is about to explode. The bad news is...you’re trapped in it with her.

The Coma is back, recut and remastered. Explore this horror-fest of the Korea indie cult classic with an all new visual upgrade
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and mechanics.

2D hand illustrated visuals.

A unique infusion of Korean horror in the survival-adventure genre.

Listen carefully to footsteps revealing the killer’s approach.

Run and hide from the world’s most relentless psycho-killer.

Avoid poisonous tentacles and clawing shadows as you explore.

Discover notes and clues that illuminate the mystery of Sehwa High.

Work together with the others who are trapped here. But can they be trusted?

Crouch in the shadows during intense moments as the Killer searches for you.

Reveal the startling mystery of your school through maps, notes, and exploration.

Run & Hide

With no escape in sight, Youngho must roam the halls of his school at night searching for a way out. During this journey he will
encounter many threats hell-bent on killing him. Running is the best way to avoid danger — unfortunately, Youngho isn't much

of an athlete, so he can't run forever. Find a place to hide and keep your mouth shut!

Explore

The Coma is a harsh world. This twisted reality of your high school knows no kindness. Use maps, notes, and tips from other
characters to navigate your way through the world and figure out how you became trapped in such a bleak place.

Survive & Escape

Everything is out to get you. Youngho will have to avoid a persistent killer, lashing tentacles, and more to survive the school.
Unfortunately, health is in short supply, and if you're not careful, you will die. The good news is that save-points provide a

welcome breather from the onslaught of things trying to kill you.

Korean Horror

The Coma provides a glimpse — albeit a horrific one — into the life of Korea's overworked high school students. We hope
you'll enjoy our infusion of Korean culture into the survival horror genre.

Gameplay

As Youngho, you must navigate through the three connected buildings of your high school using your wits. Along the way, you
will find unlockable art, notes, and easter eggs that expand on The Coma universe. Oh yeah, did we mention the relentless killer,

traps, and inevitable game overs?
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After spending all night studying for the last day of Sehwa High’s final exams, Youngho has an eerie dream. He arrives at school
the next morning and learns someone tried to commit suicide in school the night before. Despite this, class goes on!

Youngho drifts asleep during the final to find himself trapped in the school at night. The only problem is...he’s not alone. You
can run. You can hide. Can you survive while piecing together the nightmarish mystery of Sehwa High?

 A new horror theme.

 New character animations.

 New hiding mechanic.
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 Rolling evasion.

 Rebalanced items & inventory.

 Rebalanced stamina gauge.

 Updated cutscenes and art.
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Title: The Coma: Recut
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Devespresso Games
Publisher:
Digerati
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core2Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Any with hardware 3D acceleration

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Soundblaster / equivalent

Additional Notes: Earphones!

English,French,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Turkish
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51 tracks of awesomeness, including the trailer track!. It took me a few tries to realize how the controls work.I really like this
game if you are bored this game is worth to play
But there still are some bugs.

Pros:
-fun
-graphics are nice for an early access game

cons:
-hard a bit

And that is it.Buy if you are bored bois. I am very much in love with the 'Indie' genre of games. It is inspirational when I hear a
group of only a few people who go through the effort of making a game all by themselves. This game, being my game
nomination of the year, has amazing art, an amazing soundtrack, a great storyline and decently appealing gameplay which makes
for a fantastic game altogether. The only difference is, it was made by only one man.. This is a short puzzle game with a really
nice art style and I love the soundtrack!
I could work out most of the puzzles, only one or two were a bit obtuse. Likable main protag, the range of characters were
entertaining.
Would recommend if you like point and click puzzles, or 70s spy genre, fun writing in a game. Just going to give a heads up!
Very early development, bad optimisation, almost no content.. Good game but needs more levels. sequel to dat strange game.. its
awesome *____*
menu is working fine with arrows and "z" key, noobs.
sometimes i have such states of mind when i want and i will play this game.
ty Dylan for making such games, they're beautyfully strange and mindfull + blending with hardcore and past century design
p.s.: separate thanks for Sisters of the Amniotic Lens - dat is MASTERPIECE!. Not quite as good as the Samurai in my opinion,
but then again I haven't really played through the Fallen Palladin as much. Very cool expansion.. Fun Game, Very relaxing with
strategy and thinking involved. You make it as far as u can but get to keep stuff you earn so you make it farther each time. Very
cool and cute art and 4 different heroes to try out. Lots of content. Definately recommended.. this game is awful and i regret
purchasing it
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It’s good to play a puzzler in this day and age with some meat on its bones. But Art of Gravity fizzes and pops in all the right
ways. It’s fresh and intriguing, and it’s not like anything else you’ve ever played before. And that’s definitely to its credit.

This isn’t a game that you’re going to run through in a single sitting, it’s going to take some time and consideration. But if you’re
looking for something to settle down with for the long haul, for something clever to really sink your teeth into, then you’re in
luck.

There’s a thick and engaging experience here, and the way it builds on its sturdy foundations with intriguing new structures
makes it one of the finest head-scratches that his hit mobile in the past few months.. bad controls. IT GOOD

GET IF HAVE FRIENDS

NO FRIENDS DON'T GET. This game.. Oh my lord was this fun. Would reccommend the story is actually a bit fun. I was
suprised there was an option to go to a bot and just hit level up.. Really skips the need to grind and get the good cutscenes. Was
sad there was no give up option and way to do it with most enemies.... As of right now I can't jump while on bridges. So I can't
progress through the game. 0/10 unless somehow someone fixes the issue

EDIT: FIXED NOW!. This is an amazing use of hyperbolic geometry for a game!. Loving the strategy in this game, once you
get the main characters in the story to add to your clan it\u2019s a ton of fun trying to figure out the strategy of who to use and
in what order so they all help each other survive the levels. The level challenges seem to change so they are repeatable for gold
or experience and some add a bit of complication when they force you to use a specific character and character level..

I can see myself spending lots of time playing and replaying the levels. Some of the Arena type challenges add another aspect to
the game and give you an extra piece to conquer.

Story and comic animations are pretty funny also...
. fun game , much better after energy removal update,but a steam game not linked to my steam wallet ! wtf
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